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Abstract The chemical bonding aspects of the transition

state (TST) of methane activation on a Rh{111} surface are

analyzed. Three methods are compared: The barrier

decomposition analysis of Hu et al. in which the bond

between CH is assumed completely broken in the TST

(Satterfield, Heterogeneous catalysis in industrial practice,

2nd ed., 1996; Chorkendorff and Niemantsverdriet, Con-

cepts of modern catalysis and kinetics, 2003; Somorjai,

Introduction to surface chemistry and catalysis, 1994); the

activation strain model of Bickelhaupt in which the CH

bond is assumed to be equal to the gasphase CH interaction

energy (Christmann, Surface science reports, 1988; Nørs-

kov and Christensen, Science, 2006; Forsberg, Chemical

engineering progress, 2005); and a model in which the

interaction energies between CH, and of the H atom and

CH3 with the catalyst are all given equal attention, the

symmetric transition state analysis. This symmetric tran-

sition state analysis would not yield a result different from

the traditional methods if all bonds were additive and

decoupled. But, as our results show, that is not in general

the case. The position of the maximum in non-additivity

can be considered a descriptor for the position of the TST

on the reaction coordinate. At the TST, we find that the

three interactions are of comparable strength.

Keywords CHx � Methane activation �
Brønsted—Evans—Polanyi relation � Lateness

1 Introduction

In recent years Brønsted—Evans—Polanyi [1, 2], or linear

energy, relations have been shown to be valid for several

classes of surface catalysis reactions, including the meth-

ane activation reaction.

Inspired by the work of Nørskov et al. [3], Michaelides

et al. [4] analyse transition state (TST) energies using

barrier decomposition analysis, decomposing the reaction

barrier with respect to the of association reaction into two

parts. One part depends on the adsorption energies of the

product fragments. The other part is the (repulsive) inter-

action between those product fragments. On the association

path this arises in the pre-TST from which internal

molecular bond formation starts, because of sharing of

surface atoms. Subsequent papers by Hu et al. [4–6]1

explore in more detail the results of such decompositions

for several reactions. The Bickelhaupt [7–9] activation

strain model also decomposes the methane activation

reaction. In the activation strain model, the energy of the

CH bond is assumed similar to the gasphase interaction of

that structure and relates to changes in the TST energy via

the interaction with the reactive complex.

Because of the high value of the Brønsted—Evans—

Polanyi proportionality constant for such reactions, it has

been suggested that the methane activation transition state

is late [10, 11]. However, in our earlier study of methane
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activation on Rh{111} we found indications that the tran-

sition states are more in between ‘‘late’’ and ‘‘early’’ [12].

Also, earlier work by Ciobı̂că et al. [13] on methane acti-

vation on Ru0001 supports a similar view. van Santen and

Neurock [14, 15] provided a formal quantum-chemical

analysis that arrives at the same conclusions.

Here we develop a general way of analyzing TST

structures and energies without involving simplifying

assumptions. We combine insights from barrier decom-

position analysis and the activation strain model and

extend and generalize them.

The starting point of our method of analysis is the insight

that reactions such as methane activation are quintessentially

3-body reactions, with the three interacting bodies being the

molecular fragments (A = CH3, B = H)and the catalyst (C =

Rh{111})—in our case the active atoms of the surface; in

other cases it might be a reactive complex.

The nature of the (catalytic) reaction is such that a pre-

existing bonding scheme (reactant) goes through a transition

state where all 3 entities interact, resulting in a bonding

scheme (product) that is different from the initial one.

The central thesis of this paper is that in analyzing the

development of bonding strengths over the course of a

reaction, one should give equal attention to the making and

breaking of all bonds hABi, hACi and hBCi. This sets our

analysis apart from those in the literature, where often only

one bond is analyzed, chosen on the basis of chemical intu-

ition. We will call this ‘‘symmetric transition state analysis’’.

This symmetric transition state analysis would not yield

a different result from the traditional method if all bonds

were additive and decoupled. But—as will become

apparent later, and is intuitively clear at this stage—that is

not the case, in general. This non-additivity will be shown

to not only have an important effect on the understanding

of the bonding scheme, but is also found to be useful as a

descriptor for the ‘‘lateness’’ of the transition state.

We show the results of the symmetric transition state

analysis on methane activation on Rh{111}, and give an

answer to the question of how ‘‘late’’ the transition state for

this activation is.

2 Characterization of Transition States

(‘‘Early’’ Versus ‘‘Late’’)

In literature we can find several starting points for character-

izing the structure and energy of a transition state. In the next

section, we describe two approaches to examine how ‘‘late’’ or

‘‘early’’ a transition state is with respect to the reaction coor-

dinate. One is the barrier decomposition method used by Hu

et al. [4–6] for explaining activation energy differences. The

other analysis is the activaton strain model by Bickelhaupt

[7–9]. Both decompose the system into parts in an effort to

decouple some relevant interaction(s) from the others. Note

that these two approaches each focus on a different interaction

between parts of the system. Their choice is based on a pre-

conceived idea of what the relevant interaction is.

Before looking into these two approaches, however, we

will introduce a schematic framework that will serve to

clarify differences and commonalities of the two approa-

ches. Following the subsequent description of the two, this

same framework will serve to describe our own, general-

ized, decomposition analysis.

2.1 Schematic Representation of the System

as Consisting of Three Separate Parts

For our purposes, a dissociation or the reverse, association,

reaction can be described as a system ABC consisting of

three components: (1) a molecular fragment A, (2) a

molecular fragment B, and (3) the catalyst C, that have

changing geometries and experience three different inter-

actions between them over the reaction. This results in a

different bonding scheme for each value of the reaction

coordinate. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show a schematic view of

several special points during the reaction.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the studied association/dissocia-

tion system consisting of parts A, B, and C. On the left is shown state

‘‘•’’, where AB is a gas molecule formed from A and B while C is an

empty catalyst (surface); we call the energy of this state E�ABC: On the

right A and B are dissociated onto C in state ‘‘9’’; this state has

energy E�ABC : The middle schematic represents the transition state

‘‘z’’; here the bond between A and B is weakened and A and B both

have some bonding with C. The energy in the transition state is E
z
ABC
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Figure 1 shows three obviously relevant points along the

reaction coordinate, with on the left the associated state

‘‘•’’, at the right the dissociated state ‘‘9’’, and in between

the transition state ‘‘z00:
In the associated state A and B are bonded together into

a (gasphase) molecule AB and C is the empty catalyst

(surface) with (hardly) any bonding between AB and C; the

system (ABC)• has energy E�ABC: In the dissociated state

molecule AB is dissociated into A and B. They both are

adsorbed onto the catalyst C; the energy is E�ABC: In the

transition state A, B, and C all (potentially) interact

strongly; the energy is E
z
ABC:

We actually have two more interesting points; a state

which we will call ‘‘�;’’ where molecule AB is not bonding

to C at all (see Fig. 2), so that:

E�ABC ¼ E�AB þ E�C � E�AB;C; ð1Þ

and a state ‘‘�’’, where A and B are dissociated and

adsorbed but (infinitely) far away from each other, so that

they may be seen as two different, independent systems

(shown in Fig. 3):

E�ABC ¼ E�AC þ E�BC � E�C � E�ACB: ð2Þ

The notation for (ACB) has the ‘‘central’’, shared, com-

ponent C in between A and B, to indicate that there is only

bonding with C, but not between A and B.

Often it is not simple to find the strength of an individual

interaction from the energy of the complete system because

the bonds interact. Splitting up the system into several parts

for which the 2-body interaction(s) can be determined and

which eliminates interactions between some of the com-

ponents, reduces the complexity of the systems that have to

be calculated. Then, comparing the (sum of the) energies of

these less complex 2-body systems with the energy of the

full system gives an effective strength of the missing

interaction(s).

An important realization is that for this to give real and

chemically accurate values for the interaction energies,

adding up the three 2-body interaction energies should give

the total interaction energy of the full system. If this is the

case we can call the interactions ‘‘additive’’, and it means

they are not (strongly) coupled. Intuitively, this is not likely

exactly true or we would have been able to determine how

they influence each other and what the transition state

bonding scheme is right away without constructing the full

system firt.

We will return to this condition in 5 to check the validity

of the approach(es) described in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3. In

describing our own ‘‘symmetric transition state analysis’’

(3), we will determine criteria for checking this condition

as well. In 4 we will check how well it holds for the first

step of methane activation.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the studied association/dissocia-

tion system consisting of parts A, B, and C. Reference state used by

Bickelhaupt [7–9], ‘‘�’’. Gas phase molecule AB and catalyst C are

separate, without interaction between the two parts. Thus, the system

can be divided into two independent parts, represented by a zig-zag

line separating them. The energy for this state is

E�ABC ¼ E�AB þ E�C � E�AB;C

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the studied association/dissocia-

tion system consisting of parts A, B, and C. State used as reference

dissociated state by Hu et al. [4–6], ‘‘�’’. The two dissociated

products A and B are adsorbed (infinitely) separate on the catalyst C,

such that the reference state can be treated as the sum of two

independent systems, with energy E�ABC ¼ E�AC þ E�BC � E�C � E�ACB

(where the E�C preserves the amount of active catalyst sites on both

sides of the equation, keeping the mass balance). Note that the

‘‘central’’ component, catalyst C, is shown in bold between A and B,

to signify that their bonding is only to that component, not with each

other

Top Catal (2010) 53:403–416 405
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2.2 Decomposing Reaction Barriers

Michaelides et al. [4] find that linear energy relations can

be observed for a large group of reactions and identify

three distinct classes of reactions, of which classes I: CH-

cleavage in molecular fragments; and II: Diatomic activa-

tion (as in CO) and cleavage of CH bonds in adsorbed

species, show a similar slope, but a very different offset,

and thus very different reaction barriers.

To the authors, the slopes of the energy curves are

associated with the Brønsted—Evans—Polanyi parameter

a, so that the slope for these classes being close to one

indicates that the transition state structure is similar to that

of the product state. They thus consider these reactions to

be overwehlmingly late in terms of their reaction

coordinate.

To understand the existence and behavior of these

reaction classes, Michaelides et al. turn to the association

reaction. This is convenient as the transition state of a late

dissociation reaction is expected to be similar to the

starting point of the association reaction. Thus, for the

association reaction, the activation barrier is thought to be

almost independent of the reaction energy, and the

adsorption energies.

Using the schematic view of the system from 2.1, we

describe the barrier decomposition analysis approach of

Hu et al. [4–6] as being built up of two overlapping com-

binations of A, B, and C in their TST condition ‘‘z’’ (middle

panel of Fig. 1) and ‘‘�’’ (Fig. 3). That state is the refer-

ence used by the barrier decompoition analysis in studying

the association reaction. Because the transition states are

all thought to be late, they should correspond to the

adsorption of the two adsorbates, without bonding between

them.

The reaction barrier E
zj�
ABC

2 is decomposed as follows:

E
zj�
ABC ¼

zj�
ACB þ�

z
ACB; ð3Þ

where E
zj�
ABC is the activation energy with respect to the two

(infinitely) separated dissociated states (i.e. reference �),

while E
zj�
ACB is mostly the energy required to bring each of

the two adsorbates into their transition state position from

this reference state. The difference between
zj�
ACB and E

zj�
ABC

is �
z
ACB: It is used as a quantitative measure for the

(repulsive) interactions between co-adsorbates at transition

states.

The three components of Eq. 3 are shown in Fig. 4. The

corresponding energies are:

E
zj�
ABC ¼ E

z
ABC � EACB�

zj�
ACB ¼ EACBz � EACB�

filling in these two into Eq. 3 we find:

�
z
ACB ¼ E

z
ABC � E

z
AC � E

z
BC; ð4Þ

obtaining �
z
ACB: Now, we immediately see that �

z
ACB is the

change in interaction due to bringing the two reactants,

already in their respective TST conditions, together in the

transition state. This energy combines direct interaction

between A and B (presumably small, as this is a late dis-

sociation transition state) and a repulsive interaction due to

bonding competition of A and B with C.

Michaelides et al. [4] determine that the difference

between their class I and II is that �
z
ACB is much larger for

(b)

(c)

(a)

Fig. 4 Schematic depiction of components and energies used by Hu

et al. [4–6]. a E
zj�
ABC is the difference between the transition state

energy and the energy of the dissociated state ‘‘�’’: E
zj�
ABC ¼ E

z
ABC �

E�ABC � E
z
ABC � E�ACB: b

zj�
ACB is the energy of bringing each of the two

association reactants into their transition state condition from their

separately dissociated states: E
zj�
ACB ¼ E

z
ACB � E�ACB: c �

z
ACB is the

difference between the energy of the transition state and the energy of

the two individual association reactants in their transition state

condition: �
z
ACB ¼ E

z
ABC � E

z
ACB

2 We use a notation derived from 2.1 here; The translation to the

notation used by Hu et al. [4–6] in their barrier decomposition

analysis is: Eass
a 7!E

zj�
ABC ; Etrans 7! zj

�

ACB; and Eint 7! �
z
ACB:
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class II reactions because A and B share bonding to a

surface atom in the transition state; E
zj�
ACB; related to the

changes in adsorption energies of A and B for different

catalysts, is small for these classes.

Liu and Hu [5], Liu et al. [6] find a need to refine the

above for hydrogenation reactions, splitting up �
z
ACB to

determine the effects of bonding compensation and Pauli

repulsion, showing a linear relation between the valency of

the dehydrogenated species and Pauli repulsion. This

results in a relation of the reaction barrier with the valency

of the decomposition products.

So, while the barrier decomposition analysis used by Hu

et al. [4–6] works, Liu and Hu, Liu et al. divide �
z
ACB fur-

ther to explain their results. Depending on the reaction

studied, the relevant decomposition may differ.

2.3 Following Components of System-Energy During

a Reaction Step

In their study on stabilization of the transition state due to

interaction with a reactive complex, following the energy

changes over the reaction of a dissociating methane mol-

ecule in contact with a Pd atom, de Jong and Bickelhaupt

[7–9] have a different way to decompose the TST than

described in the above section; they use the activation

strain model of chemical reactivity.

We can describe the decomposition and analysis using

the notation from 2.1, just like we did for the barrier

decomposition analysis in 2.2. The activation strain model

uses the gas phase AB and lone reactive complex C as

reference (‘‘�’’, shown in Fig. 2 for the transition state). In

this approach all three situations shown in Fig. 1, and

intermediate positions of the reaction coordinate are sub-

ject to analysis.

In the activation strain model, E
j�
ABC

3, the energy with

respect to the reference, is:

E
j�
ABC ¼ E

j�
AB;C þ �AB;C; ð5Þ

with E
j�
AB;C the energy change of the dissociating molecule

in the gas phase. This energy is equal to the energy needed

for deformation of the methane geometry during this

reaction (w.r.t. reference ‘‘�’’). Here, �AB;C is the interac-

tion with the reactive complex. The TST energy E
zj�
ABC is the

dissociation barrier.

Although Fig. 5 shows the parameters of Eq. 5 only in

the transition state, the equations are equivalent for the

other conditions, except for the reaction coordinate. We

find that E
j�
AB;C is:

E
j�
AB;C ¼ E

z
AB;C � E�AB;C

and Fig. 5a shows that E
j�
AB;C is the cost of straining the A–B

bond, bringing AB into the transition state condition. We

can determine �AB;C; the interaction with the reactive

complex, by realizing that:

E
j�
ABC ¼ EABC � E�ABC

� EABC � E�AB;C;

Figure 5b shows the transition state situation, with energy

E
zj�
ABC: Filling in Eq. 5 gives the result that:

�
z
AB;C ¼ E

z
ABC � E

z
AB;C: ð6Þ

(b)

(c)

(a)

Fig. 5 Schematic depiction of components and energies used by

Bickelhaupt [7–9] a E
zj�
ABC is the difference between the transition state

energy and the gas phase reference ‘‘�00 (Fig. 2): E
zj�
ABC ¼ Ez ¼ E

z
ABC �

E�ABC � E
z
ABC � E�AB;C : b E

j�
AB;Cd is the energy needed to deform the gas

phase reactant AB into the transition state condition from the reference

state ‘‘�’’. E
j�
AB;Cd ¼ E

z
AB;C � E�AB;C : c �

z
AB;C is the difference between the

energy of the transition state and the dissociation reactant AB in the

transition state condition �
z
AB;C ¼ E

z
ABC � E

z
AB;C

3 Here too, we use a notation derived from 2. 1; The translation to the

notation used for the activation strain model by Bickelhaupt [7–9] is:

DE 7!E
j�
ABC ; DEstrain 7!E

j�
AB;C ; and DEint 7! �AB;C:Note that we dropped

the D as the energies are always with respect to the reference state.
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This situation is shown in Fig. 5c. Here, the interaction that

is studied is the effective adsorption energy of the molecule

AB onto the reactive complex C. More generally, �AB;C is

the adsorption interaction of A and B with the catalyst.

The sum of the A and B adsorption energies in the

product state is the same as �AB;C if those energies are with

respect to the gas phase reference ðAB;CÞ�: For methane

dissociative adsorption, most numbers in literature are with

respect to this reference.

As might be expected, de Jong and Bickelhaupt find that

E
j�
AB;C increases monotonically with the reaction coordinate

as the bond is broken. The expected behavior of �AB;C is a

different one. It could be expected to increase as molecule

AB approaches the reactive complex, while closer to the

dissociated state, �AB;C usually becomes negative as the

interaction with that reactive complex increases and

the A–B bond weakens. Interestingly, de Jong and Bick-

elhaupt find that �AB;C decreases monotonically, indicating

that there is is no barrier for the (deformed) methane

molecule to approach the reactive complex. This means

that the reaction barrier is only caused by destabilization of

the adsorbate as it deforms.

It follows that the transition state position along the

reaction coordinate depends on the relative strength of

the interaction with the Pd atom, but can be decoupled from

the methane adsorption energy. This matches with the late

transition states that Hu et al. [4–6] find for such reactions,

with �AB;C decreasing stronger than E
j�
AB;C increases. For an

early transition state, there would be a region close to the start

of the reaction where �AB;C would be (strongly) positive. de

Jong and Bickelhaupt do find that the strength of the A–B

bond is still quite considerable at the transition state, though.

2.4 Comparing the Two Transition State

Decomposition Approaches

The two approaches described earlier in this section show

us different aspects of a transition state, observing the

reaction from different viewpoints. Both approaches have

in common that they decompose the transition state and

then focus on one of the interactions present to explain

energetics and kinetics of the reaction.

The full system has a multi-body interaction from which

we cannot easily find the strength of the separate interac-

tions, and thus the two approaches calculate simpler 2-body

subsystems that incorporate only part of the interactions in

the system, while the remaining interactions follow from

the difference with the full system.

Knowing their transition states to be (very) late, Hu et al.

[4–6] concentrate on comparing the differences between the

dissociated state and the transition state, taking the strength

of the adsorbate–surface bond as a given. They separate the

placement and deformation of the adsorbates into the tran-

sition state, E
zj�
ACB; from the interaction between them ð�zACBÞ:

Because the transition state is late, inter-adsorbate bonding

should be negligible, making �
z
ACB close to zero or positive

(due to strong bond competition and Pauli repulsion).

The activation strain model instead looks at the energy

remaining in the (deforming) methane, E
j�
AB;C; comparing

that to the reactant state. Their �AB;C is the sum of adsor-

bate–catalyst interactions, including any bonding of the

adsorbate(s) to the reactive complex, but also bonding

competition and Pauli repulsion. Their E
j�
AB;C contains the

bonding between the two adsorbates, but it also includes

deformation of the adsorbates into their TST geometries.

While the two approaches do not exactly provide the

same information, E
j�
AB;C and �

z
ACB are close to being each

others inverse and �AB;C is almost the inverse of E
zj�
ACB: The

different references only shift the energies but don’t change

their relations.

To sum up, the two approaches are quite similar in

approach. And, although they make different choices of what

is relevant, they provide similar information. Both choices of

what is relevant are made on reasonable grounds, but the Hu

et al. [4–6] decomposition is a bit more complicated. It is

quite possible that yet another decomposition could have

been made on other reasonable grounds.

The activation strain work introduces a nice extra by

following changes in energy of the different components

along the reaction coordinate. This can easily be done for

the Hu et al. [4–6] approach as well, lifting its restriction to

late transition states.

2.5 Total Interaction Energy of the System

If the two pairs of energies would be exactly inverse,

taking them together should be close to the total bonding

between the components. The total bonding can be sepa-

rately determined from EABC and the sum of the energy of

the separate components (see Fig. 6):

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the studied association/dissocia-

tion system consisting of A, B, and C. This is our atomic reference,

with no interaction between the three parts. The energy is thus the

sum of the ‘‘internal’’ energies of the three. The energy difference

between this state and that of the full system (Fig. 1) is equal to the

interaction between the three parts

408 Top Catal (2010) 53:403–416
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XA;B;C

i

Ei ¼ EA;B;C: ð7Þ

EA;B;C includes the individual deformation of the three

components, eliminating a difference between �
z
ACBR and

E
j�
AB;C: We can compare the resulting total bonding from the

two decompositions to this value, to get an idea of how

‘‘additive’’ the interactions are.

2.6 Validity of the Two Transition State

Decomposition Analyses

The two decomposition methods so far described in

essence assume that the interactions in the TST are additive

and can be accurately described using 2-body interactions.

The Bickelhaupt [7–9] activation strain model decom-

poses the TST energy into the gasphase energy of the

strained molecular fragment, corrected for by the interac-

tion of the strained molecule with the reactive complex.

The Hu et al. [4–6] barrier decomposition analysis

instead views the interaction of the reaction products with

the metal. surface as so strong that the intra-reactant can be

considered completely broken. The product side of the

reaction is now the reference state.

In the following we propose an alternative analysis that

allows determination of the non-additive energy terms. We

illustrate this method by analysis of the first step of

methane activation on Rh111.

3 Symmetric Transition State Analysis

For a system that can be divided into three individual

components, such as the methane activation, there are

three interactions between the components, and thus three

equivalent decompositions which deal with those three

interactions in turn, complementing each other.

We use the notation developed in the previous section to

describe the two pairs of three complementary decomposi-

tions. Starting with the more intuitive set of decompositions

derived from the activation strain model by Bickelhaupt, we

not only have system AB;C but also the complementary

AC;B and BC;A: We can obtain energies equivalent to �AB;C

(Fig. 5) for the effective value of the two missing interac-

tions as shown in Fig. 7; we call this method 1.

The three complementary barrier decomposition analy-

sis-like decompositions are, in addition to the ACB one

described already (see 2.2), BAC and CBA. Figure 8

illustrates the notation used for these two decompositions,

and shows that they are indeed complementary to ACB

(compare Fig. 3). Figure 9 shows how the effective energy

of the one missing interaction is derived from this set of

complementary decompositions; we call this method 2.

As a reminder, the one ‘‘central’’ component is shown

bold in these diagrams, to signify that it appears in two of

the separate 2-body subsystems that form these systems.

It is not a coincidence that for each row of the three

systems, the central component of Fig. 9 is the one that

does not have bonding in Fig. 7. Each row in the two fig-

ures shows the decompositions that give information on the

same interaction. Figure 7 gives the energy of the studied

interaction in the absence of other bonding; Fig. 9 gives the

energy remaining to be accounted for after taking the two

other bonds into account.

As noted in 2.5, we can compare the interaction energies

we obtain from these decompositions with the state where

we have no interaction between the three components of the

system (shown in Fig. 6). The difference between the full

system and state AB;C is the lack of interactions between the

three parts A, B, and C. The difference in energy, �A;B;C; is:

�A;B;C ¼ EABC � EA;B;C � EhABCi ð8Þ

�A;B;C 7!additive
EhABi þ EhCAi þ EhBCi; ð9Þ

where the EhABCi notation refers to the interaction between

A, B and C, but does not include their internal energies as

those are already contained in EA;B;C: Equation 9 holds

when the interactions are ‘‘additive’’, so that interactions

can be split up as done there.

The sum of the three different energies found from

Fig. 7 is:

�AB;C þ �AC;B þ �BC;A

¼eqns:ð1;6;7Þ
3� EABC � EAB � EAC � EBC � EA;B;C: ð10Þ

We can rewrite the subsystem energies as:

EAB ¼ EhABi þ EA þ EB:

Using that together with Eq. 7 in Eq. 10, then applying

Eq. 8 and subtracting �A;B;C from the result, we obtain the

combined interaction energy �P
1

:

�P
1

� 2� �A;B;C � EhABi � EhACi � EhBCi;

and if the interactions are ‘‘additive’’, we can Use Eq. 9:

¼additive
2� �A;B;C � �A;B;C ¼ �A;B;C: ð11Þ

We can now check how ‘‘additive’’ the interactions are by

comparing their sum (minus one �A;B;C) with �A;B;C :

�P
1

:

�P
1

� �A;B;C ‘‘additive’’ interactions,

�P
1

\�A;B;C ‘‘non-additive’’, amplified, interactions,

�P
1

[ �A;B;C ‘‘non-additive’’, weakened, interactions.

8
><

>:

ð12Þ
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If �P
1

is about equal to �A;B;C that means the set of 2-body

interactions perfectly model the interactions in the full

system; but if �P
1

is considerably more or considerably

less negative then �A;B;C that means that in the real system,

the interactions are weakened, respectively increased,

compared to the 2-body interactions. We will use Eq. 12 in

Sect. 4 when we apply the analysis developed here to

methane activation.

Equation 11 confirms the complementary nature of the

systems in Fig. 7, each giving information about part of

the system, but together providing a more complete view

of the interactions in the full system, especially when

related to the total total interaction energy in that full

system.

A similar equation can be set up for the set of systems

from method 2 in Fig. 9, giving:

�P
2

� �ACB þ �CBA þ �BAC ¼ �A;B;C: ð13Þ

And Eq. 12 also applies to this sum.

So far, we have developed an analysis that gives us the

strength of the interaction energies for each of the inter-

actions in the system, provided they are almost additive,

and not influencing each other strongly. We also have a

check on how well this condition is met.

Fig. 8 In Fig. 9, the notation shown here on the left is used as a shorthand for the system composed out of the elements shown on the right. This

is fully equivalent to the notation used in Fig. 3, and similar to the way the zig-zag line was used in Fig. 2

Fig. 7 Schematic

representation of symmetric

transition state analysis of an

association/dissociation system

consisting of parts A, B, and C,

shown for the transition state.

This is a set of decompositions

that are physically equivalent to

the one used by Bickelhaupt

[7–9] (see Fig. 5); we will refer

to this as method 1. There are

three different interactions to be

studied. The top system has on

the left the full system, and on

the right only hABi. The

differences are the effective

A–C and B–C interactions. The

second and third equations on

the right contain the

complementary systems to the

one on the first row; they deal

with hACi and hBCi,
respectively
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However, even if the interactions are not meeting this

condition of being additive, we still obtain some valuable

information about the strength of the interactions. Here, we

are helped by having the two sets of values for the inter-

action energies. One of them, the simpler set of method 1,

gives an upper bound for the interactions, not weakened by

the influence of other interactions. The other set, from

method 2, gives a lower bound of what remains to be

accounted for after subtracting the two other 2-body

interactions.

Thus, at the least we can always obtain the relative

strengths of the three interactions, and how strongly they

might be influenced by interactions between the bonds.

4 Symmetric Transition State Analysis—An Example

Now that we have a method to study transition states and

classify the strength of the interactions between relevant

components of the system, it is time to do so. We look at

the methane activation reaction on Rh{111} to see how

well the approach works.

4.1 Methane Activation on Rh{111}

We reuse results and configurations from the minimum

energy path (MEP) determined from our earlier work on

methane dissociative adsorption on Rh{111} [12]. For the

computational details we refer to Bunnik and Kramer [12]

as we used essentially the same setup. The current results

follow from single-point (DFT) electronic structure calcu-

lations based on the set of configurations that we used to

approximate the MEP.

The reaction starts from gas phase methane and goes,

via a transition state that has the CH3–H adsorbed

approximately on the ‘‘atop’’ adsorption site, to CH3(hcp)

and H(fcc) co-adsorbed on the met al. surface, and finishes

with CH3 and H adsorbed (infinitely) separate. Figure 10

shows the transition state. The product side is 8.7 kJ mol-1

endothermic with respect to the reactant (gas phase

Fig. 9 Schematic

representation of symmetric

transition state analysis of an

association/dissociation system

consisting of parts A, B, and C,

shown for the transition state.

This set of decompositions is

physically equivalent to what

Hu et al. [4–6] use in their

analysis (see Fig. 4; we will

refer to this as method 2. There

are three different interactions

to be studied. The top system

has on the left the full system,

and on the right hACi and hBCi,
so that the difference is the

effective A–B interaction. The

second and third equations on

the right contain the

complementary systems to the

one on the first row; they deal

with the interaction of A with C
and of B with C, respectively

Fig. 10 Transition state for CH4 ! CH	3 þ H	: The activated C atom

is almost exactly above a surface atom, with the activated C–H bond

aligned along a bridge to the next Rh atom. The left panel gives an

overview of the surface structure of the fragment. The top right panel

is a schematic top-view of the surface unit cell, showing the

hexagonal shape, with Rh atoms at the corner of each triangle

(shaded: hcp, white: fcc). The dotted line shows the intersection used

for the bottom right panel, where several relevant distances (Å) and

angles (�) are given
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methane and an empty Rh{111} surface), and the

CH3(hcp), H(fcc) co-adsorption is 20.3 kJ mol-1 endo-

thermic [12].

In our earlier work we concluded based on geometry

(bond lengths), that this transition state was relatively early

when compared to some of the other CHx activation steps:

d
z
C�H � d�C�H

d�C�H � d�C�H

¼ 1:69� 1:10

2:50� 1:10
� 100% ¼ 42%; ð14Þ

however, this assumes a clear relation between C–H bond

length and energy [12], and even then it is not an absolute

measure, depending on the lateness of those other transition

states. Still, our results did not indicate a very late transi-

tion state such as found by Hu et al. [4–6]. Since we

focussed on the CH3–H part of the system, our approach

was more in line with what de Jong and Bickelhaupt do,

and we essentially found, similar to that article, that in the

transition state, the C–H bond was still quite strong.

4.2 Symmetric Transition State Analysis of Methane

Activation

The first step in our symmetric transition state analysis is to

decompose the system into the three components CH3 (A),

H (B), and a slab of Rh{111} (C). The sum of the energies

of the three components is EA;B;C; and the difference with

the full system’s energy (EABC) is �A;B;C (see Eq. 8), which

will vary over the reaction. In this case, because the reac-

tion is almost thermodynamically neutral, �A;B;C is almost

equal at the start and end of the reaction, but we are

interested in the changes around the transition state, as that

shows the difference with EABC.

Applying the analysis from Sect. 3, specifically, the

results from the diagrams in Figs. 7 and 9, we obtain two

sets of energy curves, showing the development of the

three energies during the reaction. Because set 1 is more

intuitively understandable, we first look at the results of

this set and will then describe the set 2 briefly in paragraph

4.2.2, in so far as they give additional information.

4.2.1 Results from Method 1

Figure 11 consists of three panels. The bottom panel shows

the (development over the reaction of) distances between

the three components, allowing a reconstruction of the

reaction path. We can divide the reaction in three stages:

1. Approach of methane to the catalyst; A–C and B–C

strongly decrease, as does AB–C, while the A–B

distance remains unchanged.

2. Transition state region; B–C has a dip; A–B increases

strongly at the start of this region.

3. The product side; The A–B distance increases strongly

while the other distances remain more or less the same.

The middle panel shows the energy for the complete

system, EABC (bottom line) and EA;B;C (upper, red, line). We

reuse the schematic pictures from Sect. 3 to indicate which

curve is which system. The behavior of the system energy

is as follows:

1. EABC is constant without interaction between the

surface and the molecule.

2. EABC has a maximum (the transition state) and then

slopes downward.

3. EABC slopes downwards, with a somewhat larger step

at the end, going down to the energies of the infinitely

separately desorbed CH3 and H.

Fig. 11 Symmetric transition state analysis of the activation of

CH4(g) via the transition state to CH3(hcp) ? H(fcc), ending with

CH3 and H adsorbed separately on the Rh{111} surface; method 1.

Bottom panel: development of distances between the three compo-

nents, A: CH3, B: H and C:Rh{111}, during the reaction step (in Å).

The middle and top panel use the notation developed in the previous

section to describe the curves they display: ABC: full system; A;B;C :

gas phase CH3, H, and Rhf111g; AB;C : CH3 –H and

Rhf111g; AC;B : CH3 –Rh{111}, gas phase H; BC;A : H–Rh{111},

gas phase CH3; and
P

1: sum of those three decompositions (see

Eq. 11). Middle panel: energy of ABC and A;B;C and
P

1; Top panel:

effective interaction energies derived from Fig. 7
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EA;B;C, the internal energy of the components, is almost

the same at both ends of the reaction (491 and 511 kJ

mol-1, respectively). In addition, it remains almost con-

stant over the whole reaction, only slightly increasing from

start to end.

The top panel shows the effective interaction energies e
from Fig. 7. In agreement with EA;B;C being almost con-

stant, the total interaction between the three components,

the bottom (red) curve in the panel, is relatively constant

(422-490 kJ mol-1), mostly mirroring the shape of the

EABC-curve.

The three remaining solid curves in the panel are the

three complementary energies eAB,C, eAC,B and �BC;A: They

show the same three stages of the reaction as seen before:

1. �AB;C remains close to zero, indicating that the C–H

bond is still at full strength. This is in agreement with

the bond length being unchanged. In contrast, as the

distance between methane and the surface decreases,

�AC;B and �BC;A increase strongly, possibly exponen-

tially. This is helped by the availability of electrons,

which, in the full system, were tied up in the bond

between CH3 and H.

2. As the bond length grows, �AB;C drops somewhat

abruptly and steeply down, although it does not go

down all the way to �A;B;C yet. Meanwhile, �AC;B and

�BC;A reach a value close to their final value, the CH3

and H adsorption energies, then closely follow the

changes in �A;B;C.

3. �AB;C drops down until it remains close to �A;B;C at the

final two points where CH3 and H are too far apart to

experience bonding. �AC;B and �BC;A follow �A;B;C, again

mirroring the downwards slope of EABC in this region.

Note that at the transition state, this curve is less stable

then the final system by only 140 kJ mol-1, with the final

value of *490 kJ mol-1 still far away. The bond is thus

still considerably strong.

As a side note, we can conclude that using bond length

to determine the strength of this reaction, as we did earlier,

is a reasonable approach, as there is a roughly linear

relation between the A–B bond length and the gas phase

bonding strength. However, it is obviously no better then

only looking at one of the three interactions.

The (green)
P

1 curves in the top and middle panels is

the sum of the three complementary systems (see Eq. 11

and the discussion there). For additive interactions these

curves would follow the A;B;C curves, however, the actual

behavior is as follows:

1. �P
1

rises together with �AC;B and �BC;A.

2. The rise of �P
1

stops at a maximum of ‘‘non-

additiveness’’, at the point where �AB;C starts its

decline, following this curve, while the other two e

curves reach their maximum, before the transition

state.

3. �P
1

follows the further decline of �AB;C towards �A;B;C.

4.2.2 Results from Method 2

Differences between Figs. 7 and 12 are mainly found in the

top panel. This panel shows the same (red) �A;B;C curve, and

three complementary e curves, as well as the sum of those

three in the (green) �P
2

curve.

Just like in Fig. 11, �P
2

begins the 1st stage of the

reaction following �A;B;C. In the 2nd stage �P
2

rises steeply

towards the maximum just before the transition state,

where the interactions are the least additive. It then drops

Fig. 12 Symmetric transition state analysis of the activation of

CH4(g) via the transition state to CH3(hcp) ? H(fcc), ending with

CH3 and H adsorbed separately on the Rh{111} surface; method 2.

Bottom panel: development of distances between the three compo-

nents, A:CH3, B: H and C:Rh{111}, during the reaction step (in Å).

The middle and top panel use the notation developed in the previous

section to describe the curves they display: ABC: full system; A;B;C :

gas phase CH3, H, and Rh{111}; ACB: CH3-Rh{111}-H (see

Fig. 3); BAC: H-CH3-Rh{111} (see Fig. 8); CBA: CH3-H-

Rh{111}; and
P

2: sum of the those three decompositions (Eq. 13).

Middle panel: energy of ABC and A;B;C and
P

2; Top panel: effective

interaction energies derived from Fig. 9
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sharply, and again finds �A;B;C during the 3rd stage of the

reaction. However, in this figure, �P
2

clearly shows that

calculating the three bonds separately overestimates them,

making this composite system about 200 kJ mol-1 more

stable then the original full system.

Reflecting the composite behavior of the used decom-

positions, the curves for eCBA and eBAC start at zero, but

then rise sharply and have a 2nd stage that contains a

maximum at the same point as �P
2

; as they include the full

A–B interaction and also the nearly fully developed AC and

BC interactions, respectively. In the 3rd stage of the reac-

tion their behavior remain a mix between �AB;C and �AC;B, or

�BC;A, respectively. Note that their reactant values are the

inverse of the equivalent line in Fig. 11.

The eACB curve is the sum of the �AC;B and �BC;A curves,

and because those are almost at their maximum in the

transition state, this curve is almost zero from that point on.

Looking back from the end towards the transition state, �
z
ACB

increases from zero to about 20 kJ mol-1, which is con-

sistent with the cost of co-adsorption found in our previous

work and in literature [12]. This behavior is what reinforced

Hu et al. [4–6] in their conclusion of a late transition state,

as it seems to confirm that co-adsorption destabilization is

the only remaining interaction between CH3 and H, when

seen in isolation without the context of the other interaction.

5 Changes of Bond Orders Over the Reaction

As a check on our results from the symmetric transition

state analysis, we calculated bond orders for reactant, TST

and product geometries of methane activation.

These bond orders were calculated using simplistic

clusters, consisting of the 4 top layer Rh(111) atoms and

the CH3–H adsorbate, derived from our VASP output. For

looking at trends in bond orders to confirm other results, as

we do here, we believe this to be sufficient. The bond

orders follow the definition of Mayer [16], as implemented

in the ADF code. Computations have been carried out with

the Amsterdam Density Functional program (ADF

2008.01) [17] at the ZORA-BLYP/TZ2P level of relativ-

istic density functional theory: te Velde et al. [18].

Table 1 confirms the behavior of the three bonds that we

saw from symmetric transition state analysis, especially in

4.2.1, namely that the C–H bond is weakened in the tran-

sition state, but not absent, while the bonds with the met al.

surface are already strong in the transition state, but not at

their final value yet

At the transition state, the three interactions all have a

bond order between 0.3 and 0.6 with the C–Rh{111} bond

being the strongest, and the H-Rh{111} bonds being

weaker. The C–H bond is at the the lower end of the scale.

The different relative strengths concluded from these bond

orders as compared to results from the previous section are

likely a reflection of the non-additiveness of these bonds.

However, the results still indicate that at the transition state

the three bonds are all present, and with a strength of the

same order.

Note that in the original product state, CH3 and H bind

to three met al. surface atoms, but in our simple cluster, not

all those bonds are present. This doesn’t influence the

transition state, but does show the bonding scheme in the

product state to be more similar to the transition state than

is the case.

Table 2 shows the bond order of the C–H bond for the

AB;C system, the only bond present in that system. Com-

paring the bond order in the transition state with the values

from Table 1 clearly shows the tendency of this system to

overestimate the strength of the C–H bond during the

reaction. Due to interaction with the catalyst, the actual

strength of the bond is weaker than the 2-body interaction.

6 Chemical Bonding Analysis of Methane in Its TST

Comparing the 2-body bonding-strengths at the transition

state to their maximum values of the gas phase methane

C–H bond, or the CH3 and H adsorption energies, we have

shown that:

1. The C–H bond is reduced by about 30%, to 350 kJ

mol-1 out of 490 kJ mol-1;

2. The CH3–Rh{111} is formed for 80%, at 170 kJ mol-1

out of 213 kJ mol-1;

3. The H-Rh{111} is formed for 86%, at 235 kJ mol-1

out of 273 kJ mol-1; and that

4. All three interactions are of comparable strength,

between 170 kJ mol-1 and 350 kJ mol-1.

Table 1 Bond orders of the bonds involved in methane activation,

C–Rh, C–Hts and H–Rh, at reactant, TST, and product geometries

Bond Reactant Transition state Product

C–H 0.99 0.29 \0.2

C–Rh1 – 0.43 0.54

H–Rh1 – 0.38 0.42

H–Rh2 – \0.2 0.49

Table 2 Bond orders of a methane fragment, calculated at the

geometries of reactant, TST and product, in gasphase (i.e. for system

AB;C, see 2.3)

Bond Reactant Transition state Product

C–H 0.99 0.94 0.89a

a Overestimated bond-order due to limitations of the calculation
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Bond orders confirm that the transition state still has a

considerable strength in the C–H bond, even though it is

reduced by a bit more than half of the original value.

Non-additivity is a very considerable factor, especially

in the most interesting region, around the transition state. In

that region, assuming additiveness leads to an overesti-

mation of the interaction strength by up to 333 kJ mol-1,

almost 45% of the total bonding interaction. It is due to

competition for, and interaction of, electrons in the full

three-body system.

The 2-body bonding-strengths at the transition state,

350, 170, and 235 kJ mol-1, add up to 755 kJ mol-1. If

these are normalized to the actual transition state ‘‘inter-

action energy’’ (422 kJ mol-1), then the interactions are

196, 119, and 132 kJ mol-1, respectively. These are all

about half of the full bonding strength of the individual

bonds (40%, 56%, 48%).

Both the different ordering of bond strengths seen from

bond orders, and the considerably higher bond order cal-

culated for the 2-body C–H bond are due to this effect, and

they confirm that it is a large and important aspect, which

needs to be taken into account when analyzing a bonding

scheme.

In our analysis, we have found that if there is a single

descriptor of the 3-body character of the reaction, it is the

non-additivity. The location of the transition state with

respect to the maximum in non-additivity is a suitable

descriptor for the position of the the transition state on the

reaction coordinate. For an early reaction we would expect it

to occur while the dissociating bond weakens before the

surface bonds start forming, while for a very late transition

state, the surface bonds would be already fully formed,

leaving only little electron density left in the intra-adsorbate

bond.

In summary, our symmetric transition state analysis

provides a new perspective on the analysis of molecular

interactions during a reaction. The advantage of the sym-

metrical analysis—giving equal emphasis to all three 2-body

interactions—avoids drawing conclusions that are biased by

a priori chemical intuition.

7 Conclusions

Faced with an apparent discrepancy between our work on

methane activation on Rh{111} providing evidence for

non-‘‘late’’ transition states, and literature on the ‘‘late-

ness’’ of transition states for methane activation claiming a

universal lateness for such reactions, we developed a new

method to analyze transition states.

We compared two different approaches, the barrier

decomposition analysis by Hu et al. [4–6] and the activa-

tion strain model by Bickelhaupt [7–9] to study the

activation of molecules adsorbed to a catalyst using com-

putational chemistry. These analyses start from different

premises on the relative strength of relevant chemical

bonds. Both assume pairwise interactions.

A more general approach follows from the realization

that in the transition state we are still dealing with a three-

body system with three interactions between the individual

components that all change in strength and nature during a

reaction step. These bonds essentially interact in a quan-

tum-chemical way and hence may have significant delo-

calization character. This implies that they can be non-

additive.

We have analyzed the three-body system of reacting

species to determine the non-additive component as a

function of reaction coordinate. For this analysis, we

decompose the system in three complementary systems,

each determining one of three interactions in absence of the

others. We follow the development of these three com-

plementary systems over the reaction step. This then gives

a ranking of the strength of the three interactions relative to

each other. We call this approach ‘‘symmetric transition

state analysis’’ to stress the importance of the equal treat-

ment of all interactions.

Using the symmetric transition state analysis, it can be

made clear that in general the three interactions are coupled

and thus ‘‘non-additive’’. Adding up the three 2-body

energies thus gives a different result than the interaction in

the original system, in general overestimating the strength

of those interactions. Only at the start and end, where the

interactions can be easily determined from stable state

calculations, are they additive.

Not surprising, the interactions are least additive in the

transition state region. While at first this seems to indicate

that there is only a limited quantitative use for the obtained

ranking of interactions, upon further inspection, the amount

of non-additiveness itself does give some very interesting

information.

We find that the minimum in additivity lies at the point

where we have a change from an early stage with a dom-

inating C–H bond to a later stage where adsorption of CH3

and H to the metal surface are predominant. Seen in this

light, the fact that the transition state lies slightly beyond

that point leads one to the interpretation that the transition

state is more late inclined than early.
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